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What's this all about? Autobiography. Blankets tells the story of Craig Thompson's childhood and adolescence, growing up in a small rural community in Wisconsin, USA, educated by a severe father in a very religious environment, where he was ridiculed and abused by other older children. The comic focuses on the
story of Craig's relationship with his younger brother, his passion for painting and, above all, the history of his affair with Raina, a girl he meets as a teenager in a community holiday colony who will be his first love. About The Comic Blankets is a thick, nearly 600-page graphic novel, made by Craig Thompson and first
published in the U.S. in the summer of 2003 by Top Shelf. In the U.S., he had very good reviews, even among other professionals (Neil Gaiman, Brian Michael Bendis or Brian Wood gave him some commendable comments). That same year, Blankets swept the top prizes in the U.S. with the two 2004 Eisner Awards
(best new graphic album and best writer/artist) and three Harvey Awards in 2004 (best graphic album of the original work, Best Artist and Best Cartoonist, Although the Difference Between The Last Two is Something I Just Don't Understand) and was voted Best Book of the Year of 2003 by the journal Library, Yalsa
(American Library Association) and Time magazine, and one of the top 10 books of the year by Booklist. The Blankets author was at the time the most extensive and asynching graphic novel by Craig Thompson (USA, 1975), a young man who had not yet reached the age of thirty, and intended his definitive recognition
after debuting with the graphic novel Frida, Ranky Rice, in which he had already received excellent reviews and several awards and nominations. Expectations have to wait eight years to deliver, as by 2011 Thompson's next and mestonian graphic novel, Habibi (2011), had not been published, with which he beat his
brand and exceeded 600 pages of extension. Valuation at the time marked the blankets a turning point for what some describe as a movement of the graphic novel, by preparing the integrity of the work and its measured and indivisible advertising for what until then was market conditions for the work of such expansion:
its previous serialization by shipments. Blankets was an extraordinary work in that if there were already few writers who dared to do a nearly 600-page comic solo, no one in the West (with the exception of a mistake or omission by the writer) also did so to be published directly as one volume without early serialization.
The usual thing about such long jobs, basically for financial reasons, was to publish it in advance in various payments during its implementation and Collect it on a single volume after it is finished. Both in his home country and to conduct foreign jobs in Spain (Mouse, Persepolis, Epileptic, Black hole or from hell, for
example, all were pre-purchased for deliveries). Blankets become the first graphic novel of such expansion, that it is published directly and completely directly and a graphic novel, without early serialization, comparing for the first time in this sense a graphic novel to the novels of a lifetime, which have long since surfaced
on pre-publication in installments, and published directly in one book, however extensive. In addition, blankets did so successfully, proving that it was not only possible, but also viable. In addition, perhaps because of the friendly and subjective treatment (realistic romantic stories are not particularly abundant within the
graphic novel), Blankets is a comic book that is generally well received by a female audience. In this sense, the cover of the Spanish edition is somewhat misleading, as it highlights a scene about the author's relationship with his brother, with the comic devoted more room to his relationship with Raina (an aspect that
highlights the original English edition and most international editions). A blanket datasheet was published in Spain in May 2004 by Astiberri Editions (592 pgs b/n, hard cover, size 16x24 cm) with a PVP of 35.00 euros. It was published simultaneously in Spanish and Catalan with the same price and characteristics,
although with different covers (as a curiosity, responding that neither of these two covers matches the original English cover). In September 2011, it reached its fifth (fifth) edition in Spanish, while the Catalan edition sold out. For those who prefer the original version, the latest edition of Top Shelf (2011, with new
coverage) has a recommended RRP of $39.95 in hardcover and $29.95 in paperback. Links Blankets is an autobiographical graphic novel written by Craig Thompson, first published in 2003 by Top Shelf Productions. The book tells Thompson's story, his upbringing and development in the midst of a preaching Christian
family, his first love, until he reaches the moment when he needs to enter adulthood. The book was widely praised in the special press, for example, Time magazine gave it the top spot on the best comic book list of 2003 and eighth place on its best comic book list of the decade and a history of advertising in late 1999
Thompson began working on the graphic novel published three and a half years later in 2003. [1] He stated that he had produced the book as a way to reveal to his parents that he no longer wanted to remain a Christian. [2] Characters Craig Thompson: Craig is the main character, who is portrayed from childhood to
early adulthood. Craig struggles with his Christianity and his belief that Christianity that has surrounded himself throughout his life is not what he believes it should be. At a Baptist Christian winter camp, he meets a girl in similar training named Raina who becomes his first love. Craig's younger brother. As Craig likes to
paint, and the first part of the story details his childhood together, even though they later broke up. His adventures are also remembered at least once in each chapter through the book. Reina: Craig's first love, a young Christian craig meets for the first time in a church camp. Like Craig, his family isn't financially well, and
his parents' divorce is stressing him out. She also takes care of her mentally disabled sister and her brother. Even though she believes in God, she doesn't believe as strongly as Craig. Craig's parents: Craig's parents are strict Christians (it is not known if fundamentalists), very devoutly religious and who are not very
tolerant of liberal Christianity. Raina's father: Raina's father is a man who is true to his beliefs and hopes to save his relationship with his wife. Raina's mother: Raina's mother has no interest in repairing her relationship with her husband, and is trying to move on. Both she and her husband leave Raina alone to care for
her adopted brother as well as her niece. They're Raina's foster brothers, both mentally disabled. Ben is a much calmer and more peaceful person, while Laura is much more energetic. Julie and Dave: Raina's sister and brother-in-law, respectively, usually leave their daughter in Raina's care. 2004 Harvey Award for Best
Artist. [3] 2004 Harvey Award for Best Cartoonist. In 2004, Harvey was awarded the best original work in graphic album format. [3] The 2004 Eisner Prize for Best Graphic Album. [4] 2004 Eisner Prize for Best Writer/Artist. [4] 2004 Ignatz Prize for Outstanding Artist. [5] The Ignatz Prize for an extraordinary novel or
graphic collection in 2004. [5] 2005 Prix de la Review. [6] Oven references, Brian. Interview: Craig Thompson Pt. 1 (out of 2) archived October 15, 2017 on Wayback Machine. The hatch of the Daily Cross. 2007-05-07. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Mechanic,
Michael. Craig Thompson – The Devil Made Me Draw It. Mother Jones. September/October 2011 b c 2004 Harvey Prize winners archived August 27, 2013 at Wayback Machine.. Harvey Awards. November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011. (b) 2004 Will Eisner Comics Industry Awards. Han Library.
November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011. (B) Winners of the 2004 Ignatz Prize. A little press show. November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011, November 14, 2011. Brown, Tyler. Blankets. Kansas State College. December 7, 2010 Another bibliography of Girl, Antony (October 15, 2004). A review of
blankets. Tabbispira. First Era (17). ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Data: Q881642 Received from Official Stores Official Stores Only(2)CategoriesBooks(23)Comics(18)Other(9)Shipping CostCompatance(41)Interest-Free Payment(1)New
Terms(46)Used(4)Federal Location(32)Bs.As. G.B.A. North (15)Cordoba(2)Santa Fe(1)PriceUp up $3,000(9)$3,000 to $6,000(23)More than $6,000(18)Advertising detailsMeajor(31)Up to 6 interest-free feesUser shipping is subject to weight, price and distance from shipping. The 2004 Harvey Awards in Best Cartoonist,
Best Artist and Best Graphic Album of Original Work Modality selected from the best graphic novel of 2004 by the journal Library, YALSA (American Society of Librarians) and Time magazine's Audience Award for Best Foreign Work in 2005 by Barcelona International Comic BookRoom selected by Time magazine as
one of the 10 best graphic novels of all time grown up in Wisconsin's Deep America, Thompson tells in this autobiographical novel his childhood and adolescence based on spectacular painting and banging. Fed up with parental authority and abuse at school, Craig finds refuge in painting, a light-minded delight from
which his educators strive to put him aside. Her sense of guilt reaches the limit when she meets Raina in a community holiday colony and falls madly in love with her. The fierce Christian discipline with which he was educated is wobbly. The slow bloom of this first love story is told of a gentle, painful honesty that can take
your breath away. A beautiful account of love, sin, guilt and destiny. Andre Padilla. Weathering. Land lovers of small big stories will be able to enjoy more illustrated biography (with stroke, by the way, delicious and unaware of feism and great control of black and white), what it means to be an adult, love, family and
religion [...] a prodigy of naïveté and naïve poetry.  Lola Fernandez. Metropolis. World
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